
Was the  
ox harmed?

Did your  
ox fall into

a pit?

Were you
present

when your
ox died?

Was the ox  
killed as a  

sacrifice for  
thanksgiving?

Did you bring it to
the entrance of the

tent of meeting
and offer it as a gift

to the Lord?

Are you of the 
house of Israel, or

do you sojourn
among them?

Did you
kill the

ox?

Did the ox
die of

natural
causes?

Can he  
produce  
the torn  
carcass?

Did you  
lend the  
ox to a  

neighbor?

Does your  
neighbor claim  
a wild animal  

killed your ox?

Did you  
own the  

pit?

Was it  
hamstrung
willfully by

someone from 
the tribe of

Simeon or Levi?

Was the
ox

coveted?

Was the
ox

stolen?

Was the  
thief killed  
during the  

theft?

Does the
thief still 
have the

ox?

Does the
thief still 
have the

ox?

Did the ox
gore

someone
to death?

Did the ox
gore

another  
ox?

Is the ox
a firstborn?

Is the  
ox

lost?

Is it the  
Sabbath?

Are you  
plowing with  

the ox?

Has the ox’s  
mother or child  

been killed  
today?

Is the ox 
blemished?

Is it yoked  
to a donkey?

Is it muzzled?

Is the ox  
your  

enemy’s?

Is it your
brother’s?

Has the ox 
fallen down?

Do you know  
where your brother  

lives, and is  
it close by?

Is it less 
than eight
days old?

Did the 
other ox

die?

Has this ox 
gored

before?

Has the  
ox gored  
someone  
before?

Has the  
owner been

warned?

Is the  
deceased  
a slave?

Is the  
victim’s  

family willing  
to accept a  

payout?

Does the
thief 

have two
oxen?

Is there a  
witness to  
the theft?

Will the  
accused take  

an oath before  
the Lord as to  
his innocence?

Did you lend  
the ox to the  

accused?

Do nothing. God will divide 
the perpetrator in Jacob 

and scatter them in Israel.

Now you know why you’re 
supposed to cover your 

pits, fool.

Your neighbor 
must pay for 

the ox.

Your neighbor 
must give you 
an ox or pay 

you for the ox.

Don’t eat the fat or 
blood, but you can  
use the fat for non  
culinary purposes.

No restitution for  
you, but you can keep 

any money paid to  
hire out the ox.

You can eat the  
ox whenever, but  

aged 21 days is best.

The written Torah  
cannot help you.  

Consult the Mishnah.
Fire up the grill, we’re good 
to go. But remember—no 

eating fat or blood!

You have a bad case of 
bloodguilt and are cut off 

from the people.

Thief must pay 
for 2 oxen.

A guilt offering 
is required.

That’s okay. There’s 
no bloodguilt.

The accused must 
pay for the ox.

Thief pays back 
two oxen.

Thief pays back 
five oxen.

Stone the  
owner of  
the ox.

Your ox is 
fine. Stop 
whining.

Leave it 
with its 
mother.

Bring it 
back to 

him.

Leave your 
ox alone—
beasts get 
to rest, too.

Keep the ox at your 
place until your 

brother comes to 
claim it.

Take the 
ox back 
to your 
brother.

Don’t muzzle 
the ox!

Good man. See that 
it stays that way.

The ox must live to 
die another day.

Then you can’t  
sacrifice it to the 

Lord—that would be 
an abomination!

Sacrifice it to the Lord! The 
priests get the shoulder, two 

cheeks, and the stomach.

Help the ox up.

Ox is fair game.

Sell the live ox and split 
the proceeds and the dead 
beast. Accidents happen, 

dude. Remember not to use 
the fat or blood.

Sacrifice it to the 
Lord! Just make sure 
not to kill its mother 

on the same day.

Thief is sold into  
slavery to pay back the 

price of two oxen.

The ox’s owner pays  
the slave’s owner 30 

shekels of silver.

Thief is sold into  
slavery to pay back the 

price of five oxen.

The owner gets off  
with a warning.  

Accidents happen.

Should have warned 
the owner the last 
time his ornery ox 
gored someone.

Give the live ox to the  
owner of the dead ox, but 
the live ox owner keeps  
the dead ox meat. But  

don’t use the fat or blood.

The owner must pay 
the family whatever 
they ask, and count 

his lucky stars.

Your neighbor is  
innocent until proven 

guilty. Sorry, bud.

The ox must be  
consumed today.  

Hope you’re hungry!

The owner of the pit shall 
pay restitution, but gets to 

keep the dead meat.

Tough cookies, your ox is 
dead. Don’t eat the fat or 
blood, and the fat cannot 
be used for non culinary 

purposes either.

Stone the ox.  
Don’t eat the meat.

Too late to kill the 
thief now-that would 
create bloodguilt.

The priest shall 
throw its blood 

on the altar as a 
peace offering and 
burn the fat as a 

pleasing aroma to 
the Lord.
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Unyoke the 
donkey.

THE TORACLE: Oxen Law
BY VINCENT SETTERHOLM

This flow chart was created by Vincent Setterholm, an information architect in the innovation 
team at Logos Bible Software. He graciously let us republish it here at Christianity Today with  
the proviso that we explain that it was never really intended for publication. “It was inspired by  
a handheld electronic ‘20 questions’ game that was uncannily efficient at identifying just about 
any object I could imagine” he says. “It made me wonder if the 613 mitzvot could be represented  
in a flow chart of yes/no answers. My working title for the project, of which only ‘Oxen Law’ and 
‘Mold Law’ are drafted, was the Toracle. It was a proof-of-concept, and perhaps more amusing 
than edifying.” For more on how Bible software coders are changing the way we use and read 
Scripture, see Christianity Today’s March 2014 cover story, “The Bible in the Original Geek.”
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